
MEDIA3n Server

Server

MEDIA3n Server is a lot more than 
a rugged railway server. The de-
sign satisfies all the railway require-
ments with off-the-shelf Intel Core 
i7 architecture. Its computational 
power addresses a broad number 
of applications and services relat-
ed to train journey information, 
multimedia contents distribution, 
on board video surveillance live 
view and diagnostic management.
The server can be equipped with 
an optional SmartUPS for safe 

shutdown in case of main input 
power failure.
Media3N Server can be config-
ured with a wide range of software 
functions and capabilities, to be 
used as
• Multimedia Web Server: com-

bined with the on-board Wi-Fi 
intranet, it provides passenger 
the journey real-time informa-
tion and multimedia contents 
directly to their personal de-
vice

OVERVIEW



state-of-the-art Intel Core processors up 
to i7 family

up to 16GB of RAM

Fanless and highly efficient thermal 
design to reach operating temperature 
up to +70 °C

SSD and HDD resistant to vibration and 
wide temperature range of rolling stock 
environment

Redundant 10/100/1000 Mbps ether-
net connection

24VDC/110VDC input voltage with 
overload current and reverse polarity 
protection and optional SmartUPS for 
safe shutdown in case of main input 
power failure

Fully configurable software solution

Rack-mountable mechanical housing, 
resistant to harsh environmental condi-
tions

Compliant with EN50155, EN50121-
3-2 International Railway application 
requirements

Compliant with ST306158 Italian Rail-
way (FS-Trenitalia) application require-
ments

FEATURES

• Streaming Server: providing 
an alternative solution for 
Dove6 service in vehicle with 
already existing LCD systems

• Crew Web Portal: permitting 
the Train Crew to interact with 
the PIS subsystems for diag-
nostics, monitoring and com-
mands

• NVR Server: implementing a 
fully compliant GDPR CCTV 
system with local and remote 
management for real-time 
and recorded video sequenc-
es. The CCTV system is in-
tegrated with the other PIS 
subsystems, thus obtaining 
a situation-aware tagging of 
the images.

• Diagnostic concentrator: 
providing a custom or stand-
ard SNMP diagnostic server, 
managing both Almaviva/
Sadel devices and third party 
equipments as well


